FMTVDM©® Provides the First True SPECT and PET Quantification and Not Virtual Guesstimation Produced by SUV and Extraction Fraction, Yielding First Accurate Theranostic Method
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Editorial

Dr. Arif Sheikh is Professor and Co-director of Cardiac Nuclear Imaging, Department of Radiology, Division of Nuclear Medicine, Molecular Imaging and Theranostic at Temple University, Lewis Katz School of Medicine. Dr. Sheikh has an extensive background both academically and in research making him eminently qualified to write on this topic of "quantification" in Nuclear Imaging, including Nuclear Cardiology and Oncology fields.

His brief overview walks physicians, clinicians and research scientists through the field discussing the efforts made to date to provide “virtual” quantification using SUVmax and first pass extraction up to the modern development of FMTVDM®®. The failure of these other methods to provide True Quantification has limited PET and SPECT imaging.

The development of “The Fleming Method for Tissue and Vascular Differentiation and Metabolism (FMTVDM®®) using same state single or sequential quantification comparisons” as Dr. Sheikh notes, provides the FIRST Truly Quantitative method for differentiating tissue measuring changes in regional blood flow [1] and metabolism differences. It requires a critical calibration step (The Fleming Method/TFM), which is part of the patent, to assure this accuracy, consistency and reproducibility yielding True Quantification [2].

Even since Dr. Sheikh’s review, this journal has published the verification paper [3] following the initial VA Study [4] demonstrating FMTVDM©® as the first “stress-first/stress-only/stress-stress” imaging method reducing patient radiation and costs; saving time, money and lives. These publications [3,4] immediately preceded the 2018 ASNC Conference in San Francisco [5] where the findings will be released for nuclear cardiologists. These results for nuclear cardiac MPI follow the multiple publications where FMTVDM©®, using the Breast Enhanced Scintigraphy Test (BEST®®) component of the patent have been shown to provide the same True Quantification for diagnostic and treatment purposes for cancer diagnosis and treatment, beginning with breast cancer [6-9].

With the initial VA Pilot study now recently published [4] followed by the Multi Center USA and Asia trial [3], FMTVDM©® is now being licensed for clinical use. FMTVDM©® has now demonstrated its clinical usefulness both for finding the actual extent of coronary artery disease and the extent of an individual's development of cancer. FMTVDM©® and BEST®® not only provide earlier diagnosis of heart disease and cancer, including breast cancer, but by finding the transition states between healthy and critical disease, it places the patient on a "Health-Spectrum".[6]

It is this Truly Quantitative capability of FMTVDM©® to do more than just guess qualitatively yes you have disease or no you don't that makes it unique, changing the Standard of Care for Nuclear Cardiology and Nuclear Medicine/Oncology. FMTVDM®® tells you where you lie on the "Health-Spectrum." No individual goes from having no disease to being critically ill. Yes/No tests cannot do this. There is clearly a transition process, which happens, which has not been detectable or measureable previously and FMTVDM©® accurately, consistently and reproducibly measures these actual changes in tissue.

Because FMTVDM©® accurately, consistently and reproducibly measures this, it means we can now for the first time also measure whether your treatment is working by testing you with FMTVDM©®, then provide a treatment to you and repeating FMTVDM©® to measure if the treatment worked or needs to be changed, thereby saving precious time, money and lives.

To do this exciting “patient-oriented/patient-specific/patient-driven” diagnosis and treatment for both heart disease and cancer, beginning with breast cancer, we have started the exclusive not-for-profit licensing and further expansion of the use of FMTVDM©® and BEST®® through the assistance of HugsAmerica.org. Hugs America is a not-for-profit foundation begun by actress Angela Watson. With her help and Hugs America we will be implementing FMTVDM©® and BEST®® Imaging at centers throughout the United States.
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